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Epistemic metadata and reproducibility claims Molecular thermodynamics case study

Knowledge claims (KCs) and reproducibility claims (RCs) need to be 

included among the epistemic metadata, cf. Fig. 1. Knowledge bases 

containing need to rely on formal semantics, as illustrated for RCs in 

Fig. 2 and for KCs in Fig. 3. To this end, the present work employs the 

PIMS-II mid-level ontology [1, 8], which is aligned with the EMMO [9] 

and Metadata4Ing [10] from NFDI4Ing. Common ways of expressing 

reproducibility or replicability, cf. Plesser [11], can be understood as 

instantiating □(φ’’ | κ’’) as a pattern, cf. Fig. 2; therein, φ’’ and κ’’ are 

orthodata concerning the knowledge claims and the data provenance.

Fig. 3. Knowledge claim schema (i.e., graph shape constraint) using the PIMS-II ontology.

Reproducibility can become complicated for molecular simulation [12, 

13]. The character of their scientific foundation has made numerical 

methods in statistical mechanics prone to being called epistemically 

opaque [6]. The expectation for outcomes to be reproducible is rooted 

in disciplinary conventions which are usually unwritten. We are working 

jointly with partners toward extending the MolMod DB model 

repository [14] to a molecular modelling interoperability infrastructure 

that complies with European recommendations for data spaces and 

FAIR digital objects. As a prerequisite for this, we have conducted a 

case study on knowledge claims in molecular modelling. Therein, 

researchers engaged in a disciplinary dialogue on knowledge claims, 

discussing requirements for documenting epistemic metadata [15, 16].
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Fig. 2. Square of opposition for conditional necessity and possibility operators, applied to RCs.

Research data infrastructures promise to support good practice in 

dealing with research data, making the research outcomes findable, 

accessible, interoperable, and reusable (FAIR) and explainable AI ready 

(XAIR). These goals make it necessary to document the knowledge 

status of data by providing epistemic metadata [1], cf. Fig. 1. If the 

required annotation is missing, data become dark [2, 3]. This occurs for 

a substantial amount of data in scientific computing, turning dark data 

into a challenge for computational engineering at large [4]. Making 

data FAIR and XAIR will support researchers at reproducing others’ 

work, corroborating or refuting their findings and communicating the 

outcome, cf. Fig. 2. This will make the “hard road to reproducibility” [5] 

less hard, particularly for simulation methods and tools that are seen as 

epistemically opaque [6] or where validation has been said to require 

a holistic approach, defying decomposition into individual steps [7]. 
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Fig. 1. Epistemic metadata taxonomy 
from the PIMS-II mid-level ontology.
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